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Abstract

In modern cosmology, many efforts have been put to detect primordial

B-mode of cosmic microwave background polarization from the gravitational

waves generated during inflation. Considering the foreground dust contamina-

tion of microwave polarization maps, it is essential to obtain a precise prediction

for polarization in dust emission. In this work, we show a new method to pro-

duce synthetic maps of dust polarization in magnetized turbulent interstellar

medium from more abundant high-resolution HI data. By using Velocity Chan-

nel Gradient technique, we are able to predict both direction and degree of dust

polarization by investigating spectroscopic HI information in position-position-

velocity space. We apply our approach to The Galactic Arecibo L-band Feed

Array HI data, and find a good correspondence between synthesized maps and

Planck’s polarization measurements at 353 GHz. We also discuss how to incor-

porate noise information into the VChG method. Our method also provides a

way to study Galactic magnetic fields from abundant HI data without reliance

on true polarization mapping.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

“Where are we from” is one of the most basic philosophical questions that we

humans want to answer. Such question can be approached from different scales,

for example, the origin and evolution of planet, star, galaxy and ... the most

mysteriously, the Universe. Since the last century (Hartmann 1904, Trumpler

1930), astronomers realized that we live in a Galaxy filled with interstellar

medium (ISM), the matter among stars, which mostly exists as gas and dust.

Such medium is the fuel and cradle of new stars, but paradoxically, also the

veil that has to be lifted if we want to see the clear face of the outside universe.

1.1 The primordial gravitational wave from in-

flation

The current hot Big Bang model postulates that the universe experienced an

ephemeral but intense (nearly exponential) expansion in its early era, which

is called as the inflation era. Consequently, two types of perturbations were

produced during such process, scalar perturbations (density waves) and ten-

sor perturbations (gravitational waves, hence GWs). The primordial density

waves, as the sculptor of the cosmic microwave background radiation (CMB),
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Figure 1.1: The Gravitational wave spectrum with marked different sources
and detectors. Credit: NASA Goddard Space Flight Center.

can be directly detected by the anisotropy of the CMB temperature field (Hu

& Dodelson, 2002). However, the detection of the inflationary GWs (IGWs,

also called the primordial GWs) is more difficult and is the missing piece of

the jigsaw puzzle for cosmologists. Note that, with the knowledge of scalar

perturbations, the level of the tensor perturbations are usually expressed as

the tensor-to-scalar ratio, r, which is defined as the ratio between amplitude of

the gravitational wave and the density wave. The most recent constraint from

Planck on the tensor-to-scalar ratio is r < 0.10 (Planck Collaboration et al.,

2020).

Encouraged by recent a series of detections of GWs by LIGO (Laser Inter-

ferometer Gravitational-Wave Observatory) and Virgo collaborations (Abbott

et al. 2016a, 2016b, 2017b, 2017c for black hole GWs; Abbott et al. 2017d for
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Figure 1.2: The expected energy density of background gravitational wave
in slow-roll inflationary models (blue curve) versus energy sensitivity limits
of current and future GW detectors. Direct GW detectors (e.g LIGO in grey,
LISA in dotted red) are designed to work at frequencies 10−5−103 Hz where the
IGW power is strongly suppressed and the main GW signals come from neutron
stars (BNS) or black hole (BBH) mergers. In contrast, CMB experiments can
indirectly detect IGW at 10−20 − 10−18 Hz frequencies. Credit: Abbott et al.
(2017a).

neutron star GWs; and references subsequently), it is natural to ask whether it

is possible to directly detect the IGWs. To answer the question, we need to first

know the spectrum of GWs from different sources. As shown in Figure 1.1, the

GWs with astrophysical sources are located in the high-frequency side of the

spectrum (& 10−9 Hz), which is also the frequency range that current detectors

are able to reach. Meanwhile, we can see that the GWs from the early universe

are omnipresent, spanning from the low-frequency end to the high-frequency

end at the spectrum which kindles the hope to directly detect the IGWs. Nev-

ertheless, when evaluating the performance of detectors, besides the temporal

resolution, the energy sensitivity also counts. By viewing the Figure 1.2, we can

see that the GW energy density ΩGW of IGW plummets when the frequency

gets larger and then stays at a very low level (∼ 10−15), which is much lower

than the sensitivity of current detectors (for example, the maximal designed

sensitivity of LIGO and VIRGO is ∼ 10−9). A possible window for energy

sensitivity is at very low frequency (. 10−15 Hz), where we can see a bump

3



of IGW’s energy density, while such frequency is too low for current detectors

(& 10−9 Hz). Therefore, as the answer to our natural question, at least in

foreseeable near future, it is impossible to directly detect the IGW. Resorting

to an alternative method to hunt the IGW becomes necessary.

1.2 The CMB and its polarization

Fortunately, during later evolution of the universe, the IGWs left some unique

polarization, which makes it possible to indirectly detect the IGW if we could

catch such unique polarized imprints.

In more detail, at the end of inflation, the universe has reheated to con-

tinue expansion from a hot state in thermal equilibrium as in standard Big

Bang cosmology (the evolution history of the universe can be found in any

modern cosmology textbook, e.g. Ryden 2016). As the Universe cooled down

due to expansion to temperatures below 1 GeV, its particle content reduced to

that of protons and neutrons (baryons) as well as electrons and positrons and

neutrinos. As the universe further expanded, at T ∼ 0.1 MeV it passes through

a brief period of nucleosynthesis when the light elements (predominantly he-

lium) are formed from hydrogen (protons) and free neutrons. The temperature

of the soup was still high so that the ionized matter in the plasma were tightly

coupled to photons. The mean free path of photons due to Thomson scattering

on electrons was very short and the universe was highly opaque. Then as the

temperature decreases to 10 eV range, we enter the epoch of formation of the

Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB). Three time events are worth mention-

ing there. First, as the universe continued to cool, the electrons and protons

would tend to combine with each other and become neutral (actually there was

also helium but mostly hydrogen). At the moment when the number density

of ions equaled to that of neutral atoms, the universe reached the epoch of

recombination (Temperature T ∼ 3700 K; age of universe ∼ 0.25 Myr; Kolb
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& Turner 1990). With fewer free electrons, the scattering rate between pho-

tons and electrons would decrease correspondingly. Second, when the rate of

photons’ Thomson scattering became smaller than the rate of universe’s expan-

sion, the universe reached the epoch of photon decoupling (T ∼ 3000 K, age

∼ 0.37Myr, Planck Collaboration et al. 2016e), since then the universe became

transparent. Shortly thereafter when the last photon scattered with electron,

the universe reached the epoch of last scattering, since when the photons would

move completely freely until they meet us, the observers (fine distinction be-

tween the moment of the photon decoupling and last-scattering is that the

last-scattering occurs at different moment along different LOS, so the surface

of last scattering is rugged). Note that although we call background radiation

as CMB, at the last scattering surface, such radiation was not in microwave

wavelength, but in visible/ near infrared wavelength, which was later constantly

stretched by the universe expansion and finally received as microwave radiation

by current observers. More importantly, the CMB radiation is a black-body

radiation to very high precision, which means the energy spectrum of CMB

radiation solely depends on the temperature.

As the oldest light that we could receive, the CMB carries substantial in-

formation about the early universe. Penzias & Wilson (1965) first successfully

discovered the CMB, the relic of the young, hot and dense universe, which

provided a solid support for the hot Big Bang theory and won the 1978 Nobel

Prize in Physics. Inspired by the landmark discovery, more projects were con-

ducted to observe more details of the CMB. As a huge success, recognized by

the Nobel Prize in Physics 2006, the Cosmic Microwave Background Explorer

(COBE) satellite (Smoot et al., 1992) discovered the slight anisotropy of the

CMB radiation temperature, which brought the CMB studies to a new precise

era. Later at the turn of the century, two competing balloon-based experiments

Balloon Observations Of Millimetric Extragalactic Radiation ANd Geophysics

(BOOMERanG; de Bernardis et al. 2000) and Millimeter Anisotropy eXperi-
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ment IMaging Array (MAXIMA; Balbi et al. 2001) determined the geometry

of the universe to be almost flat, by observing the CMB in a small sky region.

More recently, NASA and ESA consecutively launched full-sky multi-frequency

space CMB missions The Wilkinson Microwave Anisotropy Probe (WMAP;

Bennett et al. 2003) and Planck (Planck Collaboration et al. 2011a), which

provided the most precise determination of cosmological parameters to date.

In addition to the temperature information, more secrets can be dug out

if the polarization of CMB can be observed. We know that the CMB photons

were scattered by electrons through Thomson scattering, during which process

the incident photon accelerates the electron and the accelerated electron will

in turn re-radiate the photon with the same frequency. The scattered CMB

photons are polarized along the motion of accelerated electrons. Naturally, if

the incident CMB photons are isotropic, coming from all the direction with

equal intensity, the scattered CMB photons will be unpolarized. However, as

mentioned in section 1.1, the inflation of the early universe was postulated to

produce scalar perturbations and tensor perturbations, both of which could

generate a quadrupole anisotropic temperature field. Since the CMB radiation

is black-body radiation, anisotropic temperature variations induce anisotropic

energy variations. Therefore, with the partially quadrupole-anisotropic incident

photons, the scattered CMB photons were partially linear polarized.

However, the quadrupole anisotropy caused by the two types of pertur-

bations are different. Briefly speaking, the quadrupole anisotropy produced

by the scalar perturbations (density waves) is azimuthally symmetric, whereas

the quadrupole produced by the tensor perturbations (gravitational waves) is

asymmetric. Consequently, after the Thomson scattering, density waves gener-

ate both E-mode (like electronic field) and B-mode polarization (like magnetic

field) while gravitational waves generate only B-mode polarization. Power spec-

tra of the CMB from density waves (left) and gravitational waves (right) are

shown in Figure 1.3. It is necessary to clarify that the B-mode power spectrum

6



Figure 1.3: Predicted angular power spectra of the CMB as functions of spheri-
cal multipole l from density waves (left) and gravitational waves (right), where
different colors mark different fields (temperature in black, E-mode in green,
T-E cross-correlation in red and B-mode in blue). The power spectrum of B-
mode from weak gravitational lensing is marked in brackets. Credit: Challinor
& Peiris (2009).

shown in the scalar perturbation is produced by weak gravitational lensing,

a statistically determined space bending effect by usually clusters of galaxies,

not from the aforementioned inflationary scalar perturbations. Such a lensing

B-mode was first detected by South Pole Telescope (SPT; Hanson et al. 2013).

Perplexing as it seems, the lensing B-mode prevails in small scales (spherical

multipole l > 100), whereas the power spectrum of B-mode polarization from

IGWs peaks at l ∼ 100 and remains evident at larger scale (l < 100), which

makes the two B-modes distinguishable. Therefore, in large scale, the unique-

ness of the B-mode polarization can be used to indirectly hunt the gravitational

waves from the early inflation era, IGWs.

As one of the twin polarizations, the CMB E-mode was first detected by

the Degree Angular Scale Interferometer (DASI; Kovac et al. 2002) and further
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Figure 1.4: The brightness temperature of the foreground and CMB polariza-
tions in different frequencies. Credit: Planck Collaboration et al. (2016c).

refined by followed experiments, e.g. WMAP (Page et al., 2007), the Cosmic

Anisotropy Polarization Mapper (CAPMAP; Bischoff et al. 2008), Background

Imaging of Cosmic Extragalactic Polarization1 (BICEP1; Barkats et al. 2014),

which provided a strong support for the theoretical framework constructed by

CMB temperature observations, but still not definitive to break the degener-

acy of the paradigms for the early universe. Detection of the CMB B-mode

polarization would be a critical strike.

1.3 Why is foreground polarization important?

The BICEP2 Collaboration (Ade et al., 2014) was the first group that claimed

the detection of CMB B-mode polarization from the IGW, with the tensor-to-

scalar ratio r = 0.20+0.07
−0.05, excluding the null hypothesis at > 5σ significance.

However, the later joint analysis of BICEP2/Keck Array and Planck data (Ade

et al., 2015) found that such excess of B-mode polarization signal could be

interpreted as the contribution of Galactic dust emission and constrain the r
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value by an upper limit r < 0.12 at 95% confidence, which provided a startling

illustration of the importance of careful analysis of the foregrounds for cosmo-

logical B-mode detection.

As shown in Figure 1.4, two important sources of foreground polarization

are synchrotron polarization and thermal dust polarization (see Ichiki 2014

for a review). The synchrotron polarization, arising from the interactions be-

tween cosmic ray electrons and interstellar magnetic fields, dominates at low

microwave frequencies (. 30 GHz). The thermal dust polarization, arising

from the aspherical interstellar dust grains (will be introduced in more details

at section 2.2), dominates at higher frequencies (& 70 GHz). By revisiting

the Figure 1.4, we can see that the brightness temperature of those foreground

polarized signals are larger than the CMB polarized signals, thus swallowing

the distant cosmological polarization. Therefore, it is prerequisite to obtain a

precise foreground polarization before we are able to separate and detect the

CMB B-mode polarization. Reconstructing the synchrotron polarization using

the synchrotron gradient technique was studied by Lazarian et al. 2017 and

Lazarian & Yuen 2018b. In this thesis, I focus on reconstruction of the thermal

dust polarization.

In practice, the foreground polarizations are not easily subtracted. Taking

Planck experiment as an example, what the telescope has observed are seven

frequency maps from 30 GHz to 353 GHz. Different foreground components

as well as CMB signal are then separated by combining and interpolating the

multi-frequency maps following certain pipelines (Planck Collaboration et al.

2016a,b,d), where in particular the frequency map at 353 GHz is dominated

by thermal dust polarization and provides much information on the dust fore-

ground (Planck Collaboration et al., 2015). Moreover, the raw CMB polar-

ization signal in Planck measurements has low signal to noise ratio even for

E-mode of polarization, the situation which will persist for B-mode for up-

coming experiments as well. Thus, it is important to look for any additional
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alternative methods (like the HI method to be described in section 1.5) to pro-

duce extra independent foreground polarization templates that can be included

in better foreground subtraction.

It is necessary to point out that, although all the aforementioned story

unfolds around IGW and CMB, the foreground polarization is also of interest

and essential for the study of interstellar magnetic field, whose importance can

be reflected in two aspects. First, pervading the ISM, the interstellar magnetic

field plays an important role in a series of astrophysical processes, e.g. cosmic

ray propagation (Jokipii, 1966) and star formation (McKee & Ostriker, 2007).

Hence a precise measurement is a necessity to understand these processes.

Second, important as it is, the interstellar magnetic field is notoriously difficult

to measure (Haverkorn, 2015), where, so far, only limited methods are available

in our toolbox to measure interstellar magnetic fields and certain method only

applies to certain ISM phase, obtaining certain component of magnetic fields

(Han, 2017). The line-of-sight component of magnetic field strength can be

measured by the Zeeman splitting and Faraday rotation of linear polarization,

where the Zeeman splitting method works in the cold neutral medium (Heiles &

Troland, 2005) and dense molecular clouds (Crutcher, 1999) while the Faraday

rotation method works in ionized medium (Noutsos, 2012). The plane-of-sky

component of magnetic field can be measured by the foreground polarization,

i.e. synchrotron, thermal dust and starlight polarization (the starlight itself is

not polarized but a result of dust extinction). More exactly, the synchrotron

and thermal dust polarization are polarized perpendicular to the interstellar

magnetic field while the starlight polarization aligns the interstellar magnetic

field, which is why the polarimetry is widely used as a probe of magnetic

fields (Haverkorn, 2015). The starlight and thermal dust polarizations are both

results of alignment of the aspherical dust grains, which is further explained in

section 2.2.
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1.4 HI and the 21-cm line

The ISM mainly consists of gas and dust, together with cosmic rays, elec-

tromagnetic radiation, interstellar magnetic field, the gravitational field and

the dark matter (the overview can be found in Draine 2011). Persisting since

the epoch of recombination, the interstellar gas primarily consists of hydrogen

(mass fraction ∼ 73%) and helium (mass fraction ∼ 27%), where the hydrogen

consists of different phases, with mass fraction ∼ 23% HII (ionized hydrogen),

∼ 60% HI (neutral hydrogen) and ∼ 17% H2 (molecular hydrogen). Atomic HI,

as a pervasive medium, is an excellent probe of the Galactic structure thorough

21-cm line, the focus of this thesis.

The 21-cm line is formed by the energy transition between the hyperfine-

split energy states of the hydrogen atom ground state (a detailed derivation

can be found in Bradt 2014). Both proton and electron have intrinsic magnetic

dipole moments, which are aligned with their spins. The electron, in addition,

has a dipole magnetic moment associated with the orbital angular momen-

tum. In HI atom, magnetic interaction between electron and proton dipoles

lead to their alignment, and, therefore, in the ground state where the orbital

momentum is zero, to the alignment of their spins. As a result, the spin an-

gular momentum of electron is either parallel or antiparallel to that of proton,

leading to two energy states, with ∼ 5.9 × 10−6 eV energy difference. Thus,

transition (absorption or emission) between the hyperfine states produces the

21-cm line, which, first detected by Ewen & Purcell (1951), opens a vital radio

window for galaxy studies. One advantage of 21-cm hydrogen line is that this

radio signal is hardly scattered except in very dense regions, so that we could

look deep into the ISM along the line of sight (LOS), and measure its LOS

velocity via the line Doppler shift.

Revealed by a series of HI surveys, e.g. Leiden-Dwingeloo survey (LDS;

Hartmann & Burton 1997), the Canadian Galactic Plane Survey (CGPS; Taylor
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Figure 1.5: The integrated full-sky HI emission over the velocity range -
400< v <+400 km s−1 observed by the Leiden/Argentine/Bonn survey (LAB;
Kalberla et al. 2005).

et al. 2003), the Leiden/Argentine/Bonn survey (LAB; Kalberla et al. 2005)

and the Parkes Galactic All-Sky Survey (GASS; McClure-Griffiths et al. 2009),

a highly complex picture of the Galactic HI was summarized poetically as “a

violent, breathing disk surrounded by highly turbulent extra-planar gas” in

Kalberla & Kerp (2009).

A view of full-sky HI emission by the LAB is shown in Figure 1.5. In this

thesis, we mainly pay attention to the anisotropic structures of the high galactic

latitude HI. When we observe in the direction of high galactic latitudes, we look

through several hundred parsecs of turbulent atomic gas moving with relative

LOS velocities reaching ∼ 10 − 15 km/s. Phases and dynamics of HI will be

investigated later in section 2.1.

Several full-sky and specific HI surveys are ongoing or planned for the future,

e.g. the HI4PI survey HI4PI Collaboration et al. 2016, the Galactic Arecibo

L-band Feed Array HI (GALFA-HI; Peek et al. 2018), the Five-hundred-meter

Aperture Spherical Telescope HI survey (FAST; Zhang et al. 2019), An Square

Kilometre Array Pathfinder HI All-Sky Survey (WALLABY; Koribalski et al.
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2020), with higher sensitivity or higher spacial resolution, which makes the

Galactic HI data abundant and easily available. Therefore, it would be a

convenient and powerful technique if the HI can be used as an independent

technique to probe the Galactic magnetic field and dust polarization.

1.5 Using HI to predict dust polarization

The HI is correlated with dust, in the sense of both intensity and polarization.

By analyzing the first full-sky dust emission data at 60 µm and 100 µm

from the Infrared Astronomical Satellite (IRAS), Boulanger & Perault (1988)

found a tight correlation between infrared dust emission and HI 21-cm emission

at high Galactic latitude, which was a decade later extended to the far-infrared

wavelength (Boulanger et al., 1996) by investigating the dust emission data

from the COBE, as shown in Figure 1.6. Reprocessing the composite of IRAS/

COBE dust maps, Schlegel et al. (1998) further confirmed the dust-HI emission

correlation. Nevertheless, question remains that in what spacial scale and

physical phase HI correlates with dust (Kalberla et al., 2016).

More recently, Planck released the full-sky complete Stokes-parameters maps

of thermal dust at 353 GHz (Planck Collaboration et al., 2015), which is up to

date the most sensitive and high-resolution full-sky dust map, with both inten-

sity and polarization information. Using the GALFA-HI survey and comparing

with Planck 353 GHz, Clark et al. (2015) noticed that HI filaments are aligned

with interstellar thermal dust polarization/ magnetic field at high Galactic lat-

itude, which was proposed as an independent method to trace magnetic fields

and constrain Galactic foregrounds. Later in (Clark 2018), such method was

developed to predict degree of polarization. Extracting filaments structures

from the GASS III full-sky HI map (Kalberla & Haud, 2015) and comparing

with the Planck 353 GHz map, Kalberla et al. (2016), as shown in Figure 1.7,

found that the HI filaments well correlate with both dust emission and po-
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Figure 1.6: The correlation between infrared (IR) dust emission and HI 21-
cm emission. The left panel shows the IR dust emission at 100 µm from the
Diffuse Infrared Background Experiment (DIRBE). The right panel shows the
IR dust emission at 736 µm from the Far-Infrared Absolute Spectrophotometer
(FIRAS), which is averaged between 600 and 900 µm. Both IR instruments are
on board the Cosmic Background Explorer (COBE). The HI 21-cm emission
is from the Leiden/ Dwingeloo survey. Note that the linear line only fits the
data at WHI < 250 K km s−1. Credit: Boulanger et al. (1996).
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larization, where HI shows even more substructures than dust emission. This

supports that HI could work independently to trace the dust polarization/ mag-

netic fields, even promisingly with higher precision than polarimetry at the high

Galactic latitude regions. Moreover, using the constraints of distance ∼ 100

pc (Lallement et al., 2014) and magnetic field strength Btot = (6.0 ± 1.8) µG

(Heiles & Troland, 2005), the authors estimates the median volume density of

the HI filaments to be 14 . n . 47 cm−3, which indicates that the HI fila-

ments mainly exist in the cold neutral medium (CNM) phase, embedded in

outer warm neutral medium (WNM).

In parallel to this direction suggested by S. Clark and her collaborators

on the basis of observational studies, a theory-based approach was developed

by the Lazarian’s research group (see González-Casanova & Lazarian 2017,

Yuen & Lazarian 2017, Lazarian & Yuen 2018a, Lazarian et al. 2018, Hu et al.

2018). This approach of tracing interstellar magnetic field is based on the

property of velocity gradients to be aligned perpendicular to magnetic field

in MHD turbulence. The interstellar medium, including HI gas, is known

to be turbulent (Larson 1981, Armstrong et al. 1995, Lazarian & Pogosyan

2000, Stanimirović & Lazarian 2001, McKee & Ostriker 2007, Lazarian 2009,

Chepurnov & Lazarian 2010, Xu & Zhang 2016a, 2016b). This justifies the

application of the Velocity Gradient Technique (VGT) to HI.

Among the modifications of the technique, the Velocity Channel Gradi-

ents (VChGs) technique described in Lazarian & Yuen (2018a) was shown the

most promising. The technique makes use of the theory of non-linear map-

ping of turbulent motions from the Position-Position-Position (PPP) space into

the Position-Position-Velocity (PPV) space developed in Lazarian & Pogosyan

(2000, 2004).

While the technique proposed by Clark et al. (2015) was from the very

beginning aimed at obtaining the information that can be used to study fore-

ground polarization, the VChGs were used mostly for magnetic field studies,
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Figure 1.7: Comparisons between HI 21-cm map and dust emission/ polariza-
tion. Top panel: Planck 353 GHz map. Middle panel: brightness temperature
map of HI filaments. Bottom panel: thermal dust polarization map. Credit:
Kalberla et al. (2016).
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in particular, for magnetic field studies in molecular clouds (Hu et al., 2019a).

The studies of magnetic field in HI were also performed, but they were aimed

at studies of magnetic fields and magnetization of media (Lazarian & Yuen

2018a, Lazarian et al. 2018) rather than on the CMB foreground studies. In

this thesis we explore the latter application of the VChGs.

In spite of the progress that we have made, as a pioneering method, the

VChG can be improved from two aspects. For one thing, in the original idea

of VChG, the description of polarization is incomplete, which only includes the

direction but lack the degree of polarization. In this thesis, we improve this by

constructing pseudo Stokes parameters, making it possible to estimate degree

of polarization. For another, as for the statistical distribution of local gradient

angles, the previous method gives a phenomenological fitting but lacks a the-

oretical/mathematical understanding. We advance analytical statistical study

of the local distribution of gradient angles, which helps us further understand

the behaviour of VChG, for example, taking the HI noise into consideration and

also potentially relate the observations to particular models of the turbulence.

1.6 Structure of thesis

The structure of the thesis is as follows. Chapter 2 introduces the theoretical

considerations for the VChG method, i.e. why HI morphology and dust polar-

ization connect with interstellar magnetic fields, as well as why the gradient

method tracks the magnetic field statistically. Chapter 3 describes the method-

ology and pipeline of the VChG method. Chapter 4 presents the numerical

tests of the VChG in different magnetization. Chapter 5 provides a compar-

ison between the synthetic dust polarization maps from GALFA-HI data and

the thermal dust polarization at 353 GHz map from Planck. In chapter 6, I

discuss the limitations and applicability of the VChG. Moreover, I evaluate

quantitatively the influence of observational noise and the result of noise cor-
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rection, which would be a direction for my future work. Finally, chapter 7

summarizes the findings in this thesis.
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Chapter 2

Theoretical Considerations

The interstellar magnetic field, ubiquitous in the Galaxy, although in small

magnitude in diffuse medium (a most probable maximum value ∼ 10 µG at

low volume density is given by Crutcher et al. 2010), would interact with gas

and dust and shape their dynamics. The VChG is a statistical technique trying

to produce synthetic dust polarization maps by HI observation, whose highly

simplified logic is to first measure the anisotropy of HI using gradient method

and then predict the magnetic field/ dust polarization using such HI anisotropy.

Therefore, in this chapter, I will investigate the theoretical considerations of

the VChG method, by viewing how the gas, dust and interstellar magnetic field

interact with each other, as well as why the gradient method works.

2.1 From HI to magnetic field

The observation that the morphology of HI correlates with the direction of

interstellar magnetic fields is actually not a coincidence, but a phenomena with

theoretical support. In this section, I will introduce the underlying theories

from three aspects, the MHD description of HI, the flux freezing theorem and

MHD turbulence.
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2.1.1 MHD description of HI

The HI gas exists in two phases, warm HI and cool HI (McKee & Ostriker,

1977). The cool HI is denser with number density nH ∼ 30 cm−3. It occupies ∼
1% out of the total local interstellar volume, which exists in cloudy structures.

The more tenuous warm HI (nH ∼ 0.6 cm−3) occupies ∼ 40% volume of local

interstellar space, which exists in diffuse structures. It is necessary to point

out that although the HI is defined as neutral hydrogen, such neutral medium

is actually not perfectly neutral, but partially ionized by starlight photons and

cosmic rays. More exactly, the warm HI (T ∼ 5000 K) is ionized by a fraction

∼ 0.02; the cool HI (T ∼ 100 K) is ionized by a fraction ∼ 3 × 10−4 (Draine,

2011). Hence, the dynamics of HI would be influenced by interstellar magnetic

field.

For the continuous ionized or partially ionized medium, it would be con-

venient to describe by plasma, a quasi-neutral system consisting of plenty of

charged particles with collective behavior. More strictly speaking, as the mat-

ter to to exist in plasma state, three criteria (Callen, 2006) have to be met

• The length scale of the studied system, L, is much larger than the Debye

length λD

L >> λD , (2.1)

which, due to Debye shielding, makes sure the plasma bulk is dominated

by collective interactions instead of local Coulomb interactions.

• The number of charged particles within the Debye sphere, Λ = 4π
3
neλ

3
D,

is much larger than 1

Λ >> 1 , (2.2)

which is the most essential requirement among three criteria (Chen, 2016),

a necessity that there are enough charged particles for Debye shielding.

• The plasma oscillation frequency (or Langmuir frequency; Tonks & Lang-
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muir 1929), fpe, representing the electrical interactions, is much larger

than the electron-neutral collision frequency, νen, representing the non-

electrical interactions

fpe >> νen , (2.3)

so that the electrical interactions within plasma are not dissipated by the

collisions with neutral particles.

According to definition, the Debye length considering the electrons is (the

contribution from ions can be neglected)

λD =

√
ε0kBT

nee2
≈ 690(

T

104K
)
1

2 (
cm−3

ne

)
1

2 cm . (2.4)

The Langmuir frequency is

fpe =
1

2π

√
nee2

meε0
≈ 9000

√
ne

cm−3
Hz . (2.5)

Since that the ionization fraction of HI is low and electrons move much faster

than hydrogen atoms, we can approximately treat it as electrons collide with

stationary hydrogen “forest”. The electron-neutral collision frequency can be

calculated by

νen = nH < σve > , (2.6)

where the cross section σ can be estimated by treating the particles as hard

solid spheres and, considering the supersonic motion, the speed of electrons

ve can be estimated by electron’s mean thermal speed. Thus, the electron-

neutral collision frequency can be given (a more accurate formula is given later

at Equation 2.16 while the results the same)

νen ≈ nH(4πr
2
H)(

√
8kBT

πme

) , (2.7)

where the rH is the radius of hydrogen atom. From the equations above, we
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Phase nH (cm−3) ne (cm
−3) T (K) λD (cm) Λ fpe (Hz) νen (Hz)

Warm HI 0.6 0.012 5000 4000 109 1000 8× 10−9

Cool HI 30 0.009 100 700 107 800 6× 10−8

Table 2.1: Estimations of critical plasma parameters for two phases of HI. To
be clear, results only keep one significant number or order of magnitude.

can find that those critical plasma parameters merely depend on temperature

and number density. Substituting the conditions of warm and cool HI into

equations, those critical parameters can be obtained as shown in Table 2.1.

From the table, also considering that our spacial scale of study is & 1 pc

(& 3×1016 m), the three plasma criteria are perfectly met for both warm HI and

cool HI. Therefore, we are able to describe the HI by magnetohydrodynamics

(MHD) equations.

2.1.2 Flux freezing theorem

As a continuous, non-relativistic plasma, dynamics of the HI can be fully de-

scribed by MHD equations, a combination of Maxwell’s equations, Ohm’s law

and fluid equations. We are interested in the properties of HI revealed by the

MHD equations (more details can be found in Priest 2014 Chapter 2). To begin

with, the differential form of Faraday’s Law and Ampère’s Law can be written

∇×B = µj (2.8)

∇× E = −∂B
∂t

, (2.9)

where since the HI is non-relativistic (v << c), the displacement current term

1
c2

∂E
∂t

is negligible hence not shown in the Faraday’s law. Meanwhile, the Ohm’s

Law can be written

j = σ(E+ v ×B) , (2.10)
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where σ is the electrical conductivity. Combining the equations Equation 2.8

– 2.10 and eliminating E and j yields the induction equation

∂B

∂t
= ∇× (v ×B) + η∇2B , (2.11)

where η is the magnetic diffusivity η = 1
µσ
. The first term ∇× (v ×B) is the

convective term and the second η∇2B is the diffusive term. The ratio of the

magnitude of two terms is the magnetic Reynolds number Rm

Rm =
v0B0

l0

ηB0

l2
0

=
v0l0
η

= v0l0µσ , (2.12)

where the subscript “0” denotes the magnitude of variables that we study.

When Rm >> 1, the diffusive term becomes negligible compared with the

convective term, which makes the ideal limit of MHD equations. Under such

ideal limit, the total differential of the magnetic flux through surface S bounded

by curve C

d

dt
Φ =

d

dt

∫∫

S

B · dS

=

∫∫

S

∂B

∂t
· dS+

∮

C

B · v × dl

=

∫∫

S

(
∂B

∂t
−∇× (v ×B)

)
· dS

= 0

(2.13)

equals zero, where the surface S moves with the plasma. Therefore, as a con-

sequence of ideal induction equation, the magnetic flux is conserved. Or, in

other words, the magnetic field is frozen into the plasma (Alfvén’s flux freezing

theorem; Alfvén 1942). Driven by Lorentz force, the morphology of plasma

would align with the magnetic fields, which explains the alignment between

HI structures and interstellar magnetic fields. While, one should keep in mind

that the flux freezing theorem only applies to ideal plasmas, with Rm >> 1.
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To check the applicability of the theorem, we need to estimate the Rm of HI.

In warm HI, the main ion component is H+, or proton, so we can simplify

the plasma as a soup of neutral hydrogen atom H, electrons and protons. Due to

the small ionization fraction, the diffusion arising from interaction between ions

and neutrals now matters (known as ambipolar diffusion). Namely, when the

ionization fraction is extremely small, the collisions between ions and neutrals

would be relatively more important than the collisions between electrons and

ions/ neutrals, which to large extent decreases the conductivity of plasma.

To evaluate the diffusion by neutrals, a complete description of conductivity

(Cowling conductivity; Priest 2014) is

σC = [
me(νei + νen)

nee2
+

(1− x)2B2

nemeνin
]−1 , (2.14)

where x is the ionization fraction; B is the magnetic field strength; νei is the

collision frequency between electrons and ions (protons in this case)

νei = 3.759× 10−6neT
− 3

2 ln Λ ; (2.15)

νen is the collision frequency between electrons and neutrals

νen = 1.95× 10−16nnT
1

2 ; (2.16)

νin is the collision frequency between protons and neutrals (Pontieu et al., 2001)

νin = 1.03× 10−16niT
1/2 . (2.17)

In the last equations all quantities are in SI units. To estimate Rm for warm

HI we now need to substitute σC from Equation 2.14 into Equation 2.12.

In cool HI, with even lower temperature, ionization of hydrogen becomes

more difficult and meanwhile heavier elements (metals) contribute relatively

more to providing charged ions and free electrons. Both protons and metal
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ions would interact with the neutrals and make the collision frequency harder to

calculate. Hence, in this place we directly cite the results from Krumholz (2015)

that the magnitude of the magnetic Reynolds number arising from ambipolar

diffusion is

Rm =
4πl0v0ρ

2xγ

B2
, (2.18)

where ρ is the density of hydrogen and γ is a “drag” coefficient from ions.

By Smith & Mac Low (1997), the coefficient is estimated to be γ ≈ 9.2 ×
1013 cm3s−1.

In our application, the spacial length scale is l0 & 1 pc; the velocity scale

for HI is v0 ∼ 10 km s−1 and the interstellar magnetic field is ∼ 10 µG.

Therefore, substituting all the numbers into Equation 2.12 and Equation 2.18,

we are able to estimate the magnetic Reynolds numbers of warm and cool HI,

which both are Rm ∼ 50. In the scale ∼ 1 pc, the minimal scale that the

VChG method extract anisotropy in this thesis, the HI is ionized enough to be

relatively ideal plasma (although not perfect), where the magnetic diffusion is

small and the flux freezing theorem holds. This explains why the HI follows

interstellar magnetic fields and why ideal MHD equations are applicable to HI.

2.1.3 MHD turbulence

When the Reynolds number is extremely high, Re & (3− 5)× 103, the laminar

flow of the fluid would become chaotic, whirlwind and turbulent. Kolmogorov

(1941) depicted the picture of incompressible turbulence as a cascade-like ed-

dies system, where at large scale the energy is injected and the large eddies

are created, while due to their instability the large eddies break and transfer

kinetic energy to smaller eddies, until when the energy is dissipated by viscosity

at small scale with low Reynolds number. In the famous Kolmogorov’s isotropic

turbulence, at the scale smaller than injection scale L but larger than dissipa-

tion scale, the energy spectrum only depends on the rate of energy dissipation
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E(k) ∼ ε2/3k−5/3 , (2.19)

where k is the wave number, corresponding to the spatial scale as λ = 2π/k.

Note that the energy spectrum is a total power in the interval of wave number

k, k+dk, thus is related to the power spectrum as E(k)dk =
∫
dΩkP (k)k

D−1dk

for number of dimensions D. The power spectrum in a two-dimensional (2D)

distribution field is P ∝ k−8/3 and that in three-dimensional (3D) is P ∝ k−11/3

(Elmegreen & Scalo, 2004). A power spectrum with index∼ −3.7 between scale

2×106 m ∼ 1013 m in the local ISM (< 1 kpc) was obtained by Armstrong et al.

(1995). Particularly, the 2D power spectrum of HI emission in Galactic plane

was observed by Green (1993) with a power index −2.2 ∼ −3.0 and later the

3D power spectrum of HI emission at high Galactic latitude was observed by

Miville-Deschênes et al. (2003) with a power index ∼ −3.6± 0.2. These results

are comparable to the Kolmogorov power spectra indexes and thus supports

that the local ISM including HI is turbulent in Kolmogorov’s picture.

When the magnetic field becomes important for the fluid, with energy den-

sity of magnetic field comparable to the kinetic energy density of turbulence, the

turbulence will be anisotropic, a quantitative description of which was given by

Goldreich & Sridhar (1995). The relation between parallel and perpendicular

scales initially formulated for the mean system reference frame by the authors

can be written in the local reference frame as (Brandenburg & Lazarian, 2013)

l−1
‖ VA ≈ l−1

⊥ Vl , (2.20)

where VA is the Alfvén speed, Vl is the eddy velocity, and l‖ and l⊥ are the

eddy scales parallel and perpendicular to the local direction of the magnetic

field, respectively. The importance of the magnetic field in turbulent cascade

is usually characterized by the Alfvénic Mach number which is the ratio of

velocities at the injection scale L to Alfvén velocity, MA = VL/VA.
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The concept of the eddies tracing the local magnetic field was confirmed

in numerical simulations (see Cho & Vishniac 2000; Maron & Goldreich 2001;

Cho et al. 2002) and it has become an essential element of the modern theory

of MHD turbulence.

This concept is also crucial for understanding how magnetic field tracing

with velocity gradients works. From the relation in Equation 2.20 we can see

that eddies are elongated along the magnetic field and the elongated eddies have

the largest velocity gradient perpendicular to the longest axes of eddies. Thus,

we expect the direction of the maximum velocity gradient to be perpendicular

to the local magnetic field (aforementioned elongated direction). In this way,

accounting for the 90 degrees angle difference, the velocity gradients can trace

the directions of the local magnetic field.

As mentioned at section 1.3 and will be explained in more details at sec-

tion 2.2, the long axes of dust grains are aligned perpendicular to local magnetic

fields, which is used as the most accepted way of magnetic field tracing (Lazar-

ian, 2007). The thermal dust polarization is along the long dust grain axes and,

as a result, dust emission polarization and velocity gradients are both perpen-

dicular to magnetic field. This opens a possibility to use velocity gradients to

predict the polarization arising from the aligned dust and interfering with the

CMB polarization studies. Indeed, atomic hydrogen and dust are well mixed at

high galactic latitudes. Therefore the velocity gradients obtained with 21 cm

emission can be used to predict the polarization from the dust. In this thesis,

we explore the accuracy of this approach.

2.2 Interstellar magnetic field and dust polar-

ization

Traditionally, there are two scenarios where one talks about the dust polariza-

tion, absorption and emission (see Andersson et al. 2015 for a review). The
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Figure 2.1: The sketch for starlight polarization (panel a) and thermal dust
polarization (panel b). Credit: Lazarian (2007).

polarized radiation from distant stars was first observed by Hall (1949) and

Hiltner (1949a). Such polarization was quickly attributed to the intervening

interstellar dust grains, which aligned with the magnetic field (Hiltner, 1949b).

We are interested in the thermal dust emission that is also linearly polarized

(Stein, 1966) and was first observed by Cudlip et al. (1982) at far infrared

wavelength. The direction of polarization of the radiation emitted by thermal

dust is expected to be perpendicular to the magnetic field.

Actually, the basic origin of dust polarization can be explained by a com-

bination of three conditions

1. The dust grains are aspherical.

2. The dust grains preferentially extinct (i.e. absorb and scatter) or emit

E-component radiation along their long axes (Lazarian & Finkbeiner,

2003).

3. The dust grains tend to align perpendicular to the magnetic field.

The first two are natural, while the third one, how and in which condition

the grains align with the magnetic field, remains a complex question for the

community. So far, three theoretical grain alignment models remains the main
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candidates, paramagnetic alignment (Davis & Greenstein 1951; Purcell 1979;

Mathis 1986), mechanical alignment (Gold, 1952) and radiative torque (RAT;

Dolginov & Mitrofanov 1976; Draine & Weingartner 1996; Lazarian & Hoang

2007a) alignment. Among them, considering a series of theoretical and ob-

servational tests, the RAT model looks the most promising (Andersson et al.,

2015), thus also the one to be primarily introduced here. A brief logic for the

RAT alignment mechanism is that, being exposed to an anisotropic radiation

field, the aspherical grains will acquire angular momentum and spin up driven

by the differential torques from the left-hand circular (LHC) and right-hand

circular (RHC) components of the radiation. Meanwhile, as paramagnetic ma-

terial, the grains will acquire magnetic moments due to Barnett effect (Barnett,

1935) and thus align perpendicular to magnetic field in Larmor precession. Note

that the RAT alignment mechanism works efficiently only when the radiation

wavelength is comparable or smaller than the dust grain sizes.

Therefore, the two instances of polarization are natural consequences of the

dust alignment mechanism. Since long axis of grains align perpendicular to the

magnetic field, dust extinction or emission would be more efficient perpendic-

ular to magnetic field while less efficient along magnetic field. In the starlight

dust absorption case, as shown in Figure 2.1a, given the background unpolar-

ized radiation is preferentially absorbed perpendicular to the magnetic field,

the observed radiation would be partially polarized along the magnetic field,

Pabs =
e−τ‖ − e−τ⊥

e−τ‖ + e−τ⊥
≈ −

(
τ‖ − τ⊥

)
/2 , (2.21)

with the approximation τ‖ − τ⊥ << 1, where the τ‖ and τ⊥ are the optical

depths due to dust absorption for radiation with parallel and perpendicular

polarizations to the magnetic field, respectively. Starlight extinction due to

dust is observed in optical and infrared spectral bands.

The thermal dust emission takes place at microwave to sub-millimeter wave-
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lengths. As shown in Figure 2.1, dust grains radiate preferentially perpen-

dicular to the magnetic field, thus the observed radiation would be partially

polarized perpendicular to the magnetic field,

Pem =
(1− e−τ‖)− (1− e−τ⊥)

(1− e−τ‖) + (1− e−τ⊥)
≈ τ‖ − τ⊥
τ‖ + τ⊥

. (2.22)

Note that the optically-thin approximation is taken for both cases, namely,

τ‖ << 1, τ⊥ << 1. Furthermore, the relationship between dust polarization

and magnetic field permits the method to observe magnetic field by polarimetry

(Lazarian, 2003). In this thesis, looking at the foreground contamination at

frequencies & 100 GHz, we focus on the thermal dust emission, which connects

with the interstellar magnetic fields by a 90◦ rotation.

It worth mentioning that, besides the thermal dust contribution, the swiftly

spinning dust grains, with dipole moments, would produce microwave emission

at ∼ 10 − 100 GHz (Erickson 1957; Draine & Weingartner 1996; Draine &

Lazarian 1998; Hoang & Lazarian 2012). Some anomalous excess of microwave

emission (AME) in intensity maps at these frequencies has been observed in

Planck Collaboration et al. (2011b) and Planck Collaboration et al. (2014),

though interpretation of it as coming from a spinning dust is uncertain. How-

ever, the radiation from spinning dust is expected to be only few percent polar-

ized (Lazarian & Draine, 2000) due to smallness of the spinning dust particles,

which is small compared with synchrotron or thermal dust polarization. As well

the spinning dust polarization peaks at low frequencies, so it was ignored in

Planck foreground polarization separation (Planck Collaboration et al., 2016c)

for channels covered by HFI instrument that start at 100 GHz. Thus, in this

thesis, we do not consider spinning dust either but focus on the main source of

foreground dust polarization, the thermal dust polarization.
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2.3 Mathematical foundation for gradient method

Let us briefly discuss the mathematical foundations of the gradient methods

in application to study of the direction of the magnetic field. Observing emis-

sion from the turbulent media, one constructs the sky maps of different ob-

servables that describe the emission. First of all, this is the intensity of the

emission in PPV (position-position X-velocity v) space I(X, v), and the re-

lated integrated quantities, such as the total intensity and (un-normalized)

velocity centroids which for optically thin lines are Ic(X) ∝
∫
dvI(X, v) and

V C(X) ∝
∫
vdvI(X, v) respectively. The maps represent random fluctuating

fields.

The simplest local statistical measure of the gradient of a random field f(x)

is the gradient covariance tensor

σ∇i∇j
≡ 〈∇if(X)∇jf(X)〉 = ∇i∇jD(R)|R→0 , (2.23)

which is the zero separation limit of the second derivatives of the field structure

function D(R) ≡ 1
2

〈
(f(X+R)− f(X))2

〉
(to simplify further notation we

define the structure function with a non-standard coefficient 1/2).

For a statistically isotropic field, the covariance of the gradients is isotropic,

σ∇i∇j
= 1

2
δij∆D(R)|R→0. However, as was studied in Lazarian & Pogosyan

(2012) for synchrotron, Kandel et al. (2016) for velocity channel intensities and

Kandel et al. (2017) for velocity centroids, in the presence of the magnetic field,

the structure function of the signal becomes orientation dependent, depending

on the angle between R and the projected direction of the magnetic field. This

anisotropy is retained in the limit R → 0 and results in non-vanishing traceless
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part of the gradient covariance tensor

σ∇i∇j
− 1

2
δij

∑

l=1,2

σ∇l∇l
=

1

2




(
∇2

x −∇2
y

)
D(R) 2∇x∇yD(R)

2∇x∇yD(R)
(
∇2

y −∇2
x

)
D(R)




R→0

6= 0 . (2.24)

The eigendirection of the covariance tensor that corresponds to the largest

eigenvalue (“the direction of the gradient”) then makes an angle θ with the

coordinate x-axis

tan θ =
2∇x∇yD√(

∇2
xD −∇2

yD
)2

+ 4 (∇x∇yD)2 +
(
∇2

x −∇2
y

)
D
. (2.25)

Anisotropic structure functions can be decomposed in angular harmonics.

In Fourier space, where

D(R) =

∫
dK P (K)

[
1− eiK·R

]
, (2.26)

this decomposition is over the dependence of the power spectrum P (K) on the

angle of the 2D wave vector K. Denoting the coordinate angle of K by θK and

that of the projected magnetic field as θH , we have for the spectrum

P (K) =
∑

n

Pn(K)ein(θH−θK) (2.27)

and for the derivatives of the structure function

∇i∇jD(R) =

=
∑

n

∫
K3Pn(K)

∫
dθKe

in(θH−θK)eiKR cos(θR−θK)K̂iK̂j , (2.28)

where hat designates unit vectors, namely K̂x = cos θK and K̂y = sin θK , and
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θR is the coordinate angle of the radius vector R. Performing integration over

θK , we obtain the traceless anisotropic part

(∇2
x −∇2

y)D(R) = π
∑

n

inein(θH−θR) × (2.29)

×
∫
dKK3Jn(kR)

(
Pn−2(K)e−i2θH + Pn+2(K)ei2θH

)

∇x∇yD(R) =
π

2i

∑

n

inein(θH−θR) × (2.30)

×
∫
dKK3Jn(kR)

(
−Pn−2(K)e−i2θH + Pn+2(K)ei2θH

)
.

In the limit R → 0, only the n = 0 term for which J0(0) = 1 survives, θR

dependence drops out, and we have

(∇2
x −∇2

y)D(R) =

[
2π

∫
dKK3P2(K)

]
cos 2θH (2.31)

2∇x∇yD(R) =

[
2π

∫
dKK3P2(K)

]
sin 2θH . (2.32)

Notice that anisotropy of the gradient variance is determined by the quadrupole

of the power spectrum (and structure function). Substituting this result into

Equation 2.25, we find that the eigendirection of the gradient variance has the

form

tan θ =
A sin 2θH

|A|+ A cos 2θH
=





tan θH A > 0

− cot θH A < 0
(2.33)

and is either parallel or perpendicular to the direction of the magnetic field,

depending on the sign of A ∝
∫
dKK3P2(K), i.e the sign of the spectral

quadrupole P2.

Since the direction of the magnetic field that we aim to track is unsigned,

it is appropriate to describe it as an eigendirection of the rank-2 tensor, rather

than a vector. This naturally leads to the mathematical formalism of Stokes

parameters. As the local estimator of the angle θ via the gradients, we can
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introduce pseudo-Stokes parameters

Q̃ ∝ (∇xf)
2 − (∇yf)

2 ∝ cos 2θ (2.34)

Ũ ∝ 2∇xf∇yf ∝ sin 2θ (2.35)

so that
Ũ

Q̃
= tan 2θ ∼ tan 2θH . (2.36)

In the next section, we describe the exact procedure for the estimator that we

use in this paper.

The pseudo Stokes parameters naturally connect the gradient techniques

with polarization studies. More exactly, both for synchrotron (Lazarian &

Pogosyan 2012; Kandel et al. 2018) and thermal dust emission (Clark et al.

2015; Caldwell et al. 2017; Kandel et al. 2018, see Crutcher et al. 2010 and

references therein), we expect the true polarization Stokes parameters to be

Q ∝
∫
dz(H2

x −H2
y ) ∝ cos 2θH (2.37)

U ∝
∫
dz2HxHy ∝ sin 2θH . (2.38)

Thus, the pseudo Stokes parameters constructed from the gradients can be

directly compared with Stokes parameters that probe polarized emission in

magnetized medium.
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Chapter 3

Method

3.1 Main steps

Making use of the optically thin emission line maps in PPV space, such as

HI 21cm maps, we are able to determine the direction of the magnetic field

through our new method. In this method, we focus on obtaining the maximum

information from the motions of the gas by using full resolution velocity channel

slices of PPV cube. It consists of the following steps:

1. As a first preparatory step, to have robust control of intensity gradient

determination at the pixel level, full spatial resolution individual velocity

channel maps I(X,v) are smoothed by a Gaussian filter with FWHM = 3

pixels. The direction of the gradient at each pixel p = (i, j) is defined as

θp(i, j) = atan

[
I(i, j + 1)− I(i, j − 1)

I(i+ 1, j)− I(i− 1, j)

]
, (3.1)

which is on the rectangular grid with nodes at coordinates X(i, j). Here

(i, j) are the indexes of raw pixels. The magnitude of the gradient is not

used.

2. The map is then segmented into coarse-grained super-pixel blocks, over

which the average direction of the gradient is defined by calculating the
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mean cos 2θp and sin 2θp within each block B = (I, J). Here (I, J) are

the indexes of super-pixels blocks. We have chosen these coarse-grained

super-pixels to be square blocks of 60×60 pixels as a compromise between

the final resolution of the reconstruction and necessity to have sufficient

statistics within a block. The technical details of how the averaging is

performed are given in section 3.2.

Finding as well the total intensity in the block, we define a set of coarse-

grained pseudo Stokes parameters for each velocity channel:

IB(I, J, v) =
∑

p∈B

Ip(v) , (3.2)

Q̃B(I, J, v) = IBcos 2θp , (3.3)

ŨB(I, J, v) = IBsin 2θp , (3.4)

where tilde signifies the pseudo nature of these “polarization” parame-

ters (since HI emission is not polarized). The (intensity independent)

direction and degree of “polarization” in each super-pixel are1:

θB(I, J, v) =
1

2
atan2

(
sin 2θp, cos 2θp

)
(3.5)

pB(I, J, v) =

√
(cos 2θp)2 + (sin 2θp)2 ≤ 1 (3.6)

Here we note that averaged cos 2θp and sin 2θp squared do not, in general,

add to unity, so the procedure describes depolarization due to variation

of directions within the super-pixel block.

3. At the last step of our VChG method, using additivity property of Stokes

parameters when emission is combined, we sum over all velocity channels

1Here and below we are using atan2(y, x) function for quadrant-aware inverse tangent of
y/x
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to obtain the total coarse grained maps of pseudo Stokes parameters:

IV ChG(I, J) =
∑

v

IB(I, J, v) (3.7)

Q̃V ChG(I, J) =
∑

v

Q̃B(I, J, v) (3.8)

ŨV ChG(I, J) =
∑

v

ŨB(I, J, v) (3.9)

and of the final direction angle and “polarization” degree:

θV ChG(I, J) =
1

2
atan2

(
ŨV ChG(I, J), Q̃V ChG(I, J)

)
(3.10)

pV ChG(I, J) =

√
Q̃V ChG(I, J)2 + ŨV ChG(I, J)2/IV ChG(I, J) . (3.11)

Using Stokes parameters to propagate information about direction of the

gradients, as well as the level of their variance within the coarse grained pixel,

allows us to use the final I, Q̃, Ũ maps in two-fold way. As far as the direction

only is concerned, they give the prediction for the direction of the magnetic

field. But if we also use the observational fact that HI intensity distribution

closely follows that of the thermal dust, we can consider our pseudo-Stokes

maps as a prediction from HI data for the polarized dust emission.

3.2 Evaluation of the mean direction on coarse

grained map

The fundamental step of our method is to define the averaged direction of

PPV maps’ gradients within a coarse grained block. We investigate two meth-

ods, both based on fitting the measured histogram of angle distribution within

coarse grained block with analytical formulas. The difference is the choice of

the fitting model.

The first approach has a simple theoretical foundation. As a model distribu-
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tion of the gradient angular direction θp = atan [∇yI(i, j, v)/∇xI(i, j, v)] , p ∈
B, we take the distribution that follows from assuming the gradients to be

Gaussian with the covariance matrix σ̃ij of Equation 2.23. The expression for

this distribution can be easily found to be

P (θp) =
1

π
√

|σ̃ij|




 cos θp

sin θp


 σ̃−1

ij


 cos θp

sin θp






−1

(3.12)

=
1

π
×

√
1− J̃2

1−
√

J̃2 cos 2
(
θ̃B − θp

) . (3.13)

This distribution function has two parameters: J̃2 and θ̃B. The first is the

rotation invariant ratio of the determinant of the traceless part of the covariance

matrix and the (half of) trace of the covariance

J̃2 ≡
(σ̃xx − σ̃yy)

2 + 4σ̃2
xy

(σ̃xx + σ̃yy)
2 (3.14)

and the second is the angle

tan 2θ̃B ≡ 2σ̃xy
σ̃xx − σ̃yy

. (3.15)

They can be thought of as estimators (thus tilde) for the coarse grained com-

binations of covariance components of the gradient. The distribution in Equa-

tion 3.12 is periodic with a period π and is normalized to unity on any angular

interval of the length of the period,
∫ θ∗p+π

θ∗p
P (θp)dθp = 1. The statistically

isotropic case corresponds to σ̃xx = σ̃yy and σ̃xy = 0, i.e J̃2 = 0 when Equa-

tion 3.12 evaluates to uniform distribution. Any anisotropy leads to non-zero

J̃2 > 0, which on the other hand is bounded by definition not to exceed unity,

J̃2 ≤ 1. Note that fitting angular distribution does not determine the trace of

gradient covariance Ĩ1 = σ̃xx + σ̃yy.
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The average cos 2θp and sin 2θp are now readily obtained


 cos 2θp

sin 2θp


 =


 cos 2θ̃B

sin 2θ̃B


×

1−
√
1− J̃2√
J̃2

. (3.16)

From here, the coarse grained direction is simply given by the angle fit param-

eter

θB = θ̃B ≡ 1

2
atan2 (2σ̃xy, σ̃xx − σ̃yy) , (3.17)

i.e the detected θB is given by the peak position of the fitted distribution. The

degree of polarization is, as expected, a rotation invariant quantity:

pB =
1−

√
1− J̃2√
J̃2

. (3.18)

It varies from zero for isotropic case J̃2 = 0 to unity for maximum anisotropy

at J̃2 = 1.

This formalism allows us to analyze the effect of noise on our estimators of

the direction and the degree of polarization. Assuming that noise in gradient

measurements is isotropic and uniform within the block B, with variance σ2
N

in each gradient component, its effect is the addition to the diagonal in the

gradient one-point covariance


 σ̃xx σ̃xy

σ̃xy σ̃yy


 →


 σ̃xx + σ2

N σ̃xy

σ̃xy σ̃yy + σ2
N


 (3.19)

which affects only the trace I1, but not σ̃xx − σ̃yy nor σ̃xy. Thus, we reach

an important conclusion that our angle estimator is unbiased by, at least such

an idealized, noise. The noise, of course, affects the error on the estimator

by decreasing J̃2 and, thus, increasing the variance of θp. Similarly, degree

of polarization, pB, is affected by noise via J̃2 as well, which decreases pB
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with noise addition. Thus, our estimator underestimates true pB if the data is

assumed noiseless. This can be corrected for, if the noise level σ2
N is known,

but to apply this correction one needs to determine the trace of the gradient

covariance Ĩ1 by a separate analysis. Moreover, if the full noise covariance is

directly measured for the data, it can be corrected for in a general non-isotropic

noise case.

In the second approach, we use a phenomenological fitting function inspired

by Yuen & Lazarian (2017) that consists of the Gaussian and the flat component

in the range of angles [−π/2, π/2]

P (θp) = A exp[−(θp − θ̃B)
2/(2σ2)] + C . (3.20)

The model contains three independent parameters, i.e. θ̄, σ and A, with the

fourth one, C, fixed by the normalization. Evaluating the averages cos 2θ and

sin 2θ, shows that θB = θ̃B. The expression for pB is also readily obtainable,

but is rather cumbersome to present it here. In Figure 3.1, we demonstrate our

analysis of the performance of both techniques based on four selected 1◦ × 1◦

superpixels from GALFA-HI map. The chosen size of superpixels corresponds

to 60 × 60 blocks of GALFA-HI 1′ pixels. The pixels with relatively high de-

gree of polarization (upper panels) exhibit well pronounced preferred direction

with low uniform baseline component. The pixels of low polarization degree

(lower panels) show almost uniform angle distribution within, with some fluc-

tuations over it. We can conclude that degree of polarization also serves a role

of the measure of how accurately the direction in the coarse grained block is

determined. For an estimate of an error ∆θB on the determined coarse grained

direction θB, we note that the data is smoothed by the Arecibo telescope beam

(FWHM ∼ 3.5′) and our additional smoothing with Gaussian FWHM = 3′

window, to the combined smoothing of FWHM ≈ 4.6′. Thus we effectively

have (60/4.6)2 ≈ 170 independent data points in our superpixel, which results
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in an error estimate on the mean angle ∆θB ≈ σθp/
√
170 ≈ σθp/13, where σθp

is the variance of gradient angle θp within the superpixel2.

The first method described fits the measured distributions extremely well

in all cases, for high and low polarization degree. This, in particular, sup-

ports the idea that the gradients are nearly Gaussian distributed. The second,

phenomenological choice of the fitting function performs very well and close

to the first one for relatively high degree of polarization pixels. However, for

low polarization pixels, where the direction is determined with high degree of

uncertainty to start with, there are differences. Note that the constant term

in Equation 3.20, while affecting the fit, does not contribute to the averages

cos 2θ and sin 2θ, and thus the resulting direction or polarization degree. These

two quantities only come from the Gaussian term. With only one such term

available for fit, the phenomenological formula effectively picks the most rep-

resented θp, eliminating the contribution of any other fluctuations in the angle

histogram, akin of trying to find the direction which has the largest signal to

noise. The first approach, on the other hand, fits faithfully variations in angle

distribution and gives different result for near uniform distributions. As our

comparison with observational data further in the text shows, phenomenologi-

cal fits seem to perform marginally better in low polarization areas in determin-

ing the local direction θB. There is almost no difference between two methods

for the polarization degree pB. In what follows we show the numerical results

from the phenomenological fit.

3.3 Relation to earlier studies

The idea of Velocity Channel Gradients (VChGs) as a means of tracing mag-

netic field was proposed in Lazarian & Yuen (2018a). This technique has been

2The error will be larger if fluctuations of the angle θp − θB are significantly correlated
at scales larger than 4.6′.
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successfully applied to studies magnetic field in diffuse atomic hydrogen as

well as in molecular clouds (see González-Casanova & Lazarian 2019, Hu et al.

2019a). As an independent development, Clark et al. (2015, 2018) addressed

a different problem of predicting polarized radiation from aligned dust using

the technique of tracing HI intensity filaments within velocity channels. Recon-

structed polarization maps can then be related to the magnetic field orientation.

Our modified VChG method shares some common features with these pre-

vious techniques, meanwhile making some improvements. In this section, we

point out what we take from the previous work and what is different in our

approach.

In the most general, and somewhat schematic sense, all methods of re-

construction of the magnetic field direction θ(X) from the velocity channel

intensity I(X, v) have the structure:

θ(X) ∼
∫
dv

∫
dX′L̂θ (X,X

′, v)

∫

δv

dv′W (v, v′) I (X′, v′) , (3.21)

which consists of, right to left, a) assembly of the intensities in the synthetic

velocity channel of the width δV and with weightW 3, b) action of an operator L̂

on resulting intensity map, where L̂ may be linear or non-linear, local or non-

local, but is always anisotropic, carrying information on how the intensities

reflect the direction of the magnetic field, and c) the final assembly over all the

channels to obtain the sky map of angles (and/or polarization).

Among the steps above, the step b) is the central one, since that is where

directional information is extracted. This paper develops the original idea of

gradient technique of González-Casanova & Lazarian (2017), where L̂ operator

is factorized into evaluating the angle of the local gradient of the intensity

map and subsequent averaging over some coarse grained resolution. Thus, the

3The width may be the whole line; the weight may include velocity itself, e.g., W ∼
vδ(v − v′), which gives velocity centroids, etc.
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directional information is local, while further smoothing is direction-agnostic.

An alternative notable technique of Clark et al. (2015) is based on Rolling

Hough Transform (RHT), which in the disk of a given radius around every

point on the map evaluates the radial integrated intensity as the function of

direction, after the map was treated by high-pass filter, and some thresholding

is applied. This procedure for determining direction is fundamentally non-local.

Both approaches are non-linear in intensity, due to angle evaluation from the

gradients, or intensity thresholding in RHT approach.

In the VChG of Lazarian & Yuen (2018a), the raw high resolution channel

intensity maps, I(X, v), after first being smoothed with a Gaussian filter, are

coadded over channels within the range δvR around the average line center

velocity v0

Ip(X) =

v0+δvR/2∑

v0−δvR/2

Ip(X, v) . (3.22)

The δvR is chosen to be the rms velocity at spatial scale R, which makes the

channel map under “thin channel regime” as defined in Lazarian & Pogosyan

(2000). Then, gradients are calculated similarly to Equation 3.1 and Gaussian

fitting to their distributions within coarse grained blocks is applied to determine

the coarse grained map of angles θV ChG(I, J).

We introduce the following changes relative to the original formulation

1. Instead of using integrated channel map, our new method calculate gradi-

ents using every channel map at raw spectroscopic resolution. According

to Lazarian & Pogosyan (2000), thinner the channel is, more is it affected

by the velocity fluctuations, which contribution, in turn, is more sensitive

to anisotropic nature of MHD. As was numerically checked by Lazarian &

Yuen (2018a), thinner channel results in higher tracing alignment measure

of magnetic fields. Therefore, we calculate gradients in thinner channels

then propagate through pseudo Stokes parameters. With much thinner

channel maps used for calculation, it is natural to expect a better tracing
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of magnetic fields.

2. Two methods are using different way to estimate gradients direction in-

side sub-blocks. The original VChG method fit the angle distribution

by a Gaussian function of Equation 3.20 and choose the most probable

angle to represent the coarse pixel. Whereas our new method focuses on

evaluating mean values of cos(2θp) and sin(2θp) to define pseudo Stokes

parameters for the coarse pixel. For high precision, this requires the

phenomenological Gaussian fit (which is not periodic) to be performed

iteratively adjusting the periodic interval of angles to obtain the mode

of the distribution at the center. Our theory-inspired method is based

on distribution of Equation 3.12, which automatically respects the peri-

odicity condition. Our approach is more robust than that of the mode

of the distribution, which, in particular, allowed us use narrow velocity

channels. But more importantly, using information on the width of the

angle distribution as well, we are able to depict a complete picture of the

extent of angular variations inside the coarse pixel, which allows us to

robustly estimate its degree of polarization.

The idea of extracting anisotropy at each velocity channel and propagat-

ing it by pseudo Stokes parameters was introduced to the field by Clark et al.

(2015) and improved by Clark (2018). We similarly found this approach to be

natural and useful, especially if the target is to compare with dust polarization

maps, and we utilize it as well. The main difference between our method and

Clark (2018) method is that we evaluate the anisotropy in individual channel

by simply calculating linear gradients and then averaging in a coarse grained

square pixel; Clark (2018) evaluates the anisotropy by angle averaging in RHT

weighted pixels. Both methods produce pseudo Stokes parameter maps in ve-

locity channels, Q̃B(v), ŨB(v) and QRHT (v), URHT (v), respectively. Once these

quantities are defined, there is an additional significant difference between our
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approaches. We treat Q̃B(v) and ŨB(v) as truly additive Stokes parameters

which are directly co-added when velocity channels are combined. This carries

forward information about variable degree of polarization in pixels across the

sky in every channel. In Clark (2018) QRHT (v) and URHT (v) are used only to

obtain the directional angle, which together with HI intensity Iν(v) redefines

the Stokes parameters to have uniform degree of polarization along the sky in

individual channels. Note, that if the goal is to obtain the reconstruction of

the magnetic field orientation, both approaches are only two of many possible

ways to weight the orientation information in individual channels, where it re-

mains to be studied which is the most optimal one. However, with regard to

the degree of polarization, our method introduces the way to take pixel to pixel

fluctuations of this quantity into the account which is missing in (Clark, 2018)

approach.

The simplicity of our operator allows for a more straightforward theoretical

analysis of its properties, as started in this paper. In particular, a notable

difference comes from the local nature of our angle estimator versus RHT. With

the knowledge of the gradient angular distribution within super-blocks, we are

able to reveal more physical information, for example, Alfvénic Mach number

(Lazarian et al. 2018; Hu et al. 2019a). Locality also gives us a straightforward

way to include in the modelling the variations of the degree of polarization

along the individual lines of sight that combine in the coarse grained pixel.

These variations might reflect three dimensional fluctuations in the magnetic

field along the line of sight, which is important for a more accurate modelling.
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Chapter 4

Numerical test in different

magnetization

As a new method to trace magnetic fields, we are interested in two things:

the comparison with the original version of the VChG in terms of polarization

orientation tracing and the VChG performance in media with different mag-

netization, namely, different Alfvénic Mach number. To do this, we test our

method in simulation sets.

The simulation sets in this section are the same as in Lazarian & Yuen

(2018a) and Lazarian et al. (2018), which adapted a series of compressible,

turbulent, isothermal single fluid magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) simulations

from ZEUS-MP/3D, a variant of the well-known code ZEUS-MP (Norman 2000,

Hayes et al. 2006). Such simulations are characterized by two parameters, the

Alfvénic Mach number MA = VL/VA that describes the role of the magnetic

field, and the sonic Mach number MS = VL/Vs given by the ratio of turbulent

velocity at the injection scale to the sound speed, which describes the level of

compressibility of the medium. LowerMA means stronger effect of the magnetic

field, and lower Ms means less compressible fluid. The subsonic cubes (Ms ∼
0.9, MA ranges from 0.09 to 0.94, see Table 4.1) with relatively low resolution,

4803, allow us to take quick tests of our recipe. Meanwhile, the supersonic
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Model Ms MA Resolution
Ms0.8Ma0.08 0.92 0.09 4803

Ms0.8Ma0.264 0.98 0.32 4803

Ms0.8Ma0.8 0.93 0.94 4803

Table 4.1: Parameters of subsonic MHD simulation sets used. The Mach num-
bers in column “Model” are the initial values for a simulation. Ms and MA are
the instantaneous values at final snapshots. Resolution of the simulated cubes
is 4803.

Model MS MA Resolution
Ma0.2 7.31 0.22 7923

Ma0.4 6.1 0.42 7923

Ma0.6 6.47 0.61 7923

Ma0.8 6.14 0.82 7923

Table 4.2: Parameters of supersonic MHD simulation sets used. The Mach
numbers in column “Model” are the initial values for the simulations. Ms and
MA are the instantaneous values at final snapshots. Resolution of the simulated
cubes is 7923.

cubes (Ms ∼ 7, MA ranges from 0.22 to 0.82, see Table 4.2) with resolution of

7923, allow us to test our recipe more accurately.

In single fluid MHD simulations, we simulate three-dimensional velocity

and density of the medium, as well as magnetic fields vectors. To predict dust

distribution, we assume that it follows the simulated fluid. Note that our focus

is to test the method on the simulations with well developed and characterized

MHD turbulent cascade, rather than to model all the complexities of the ISM.

Using the dust model given by Wardle & Konigl (1990), we can connect dust

polarization with magnetic fields by computing Stokes parameters as

Qdust(x, y) = p′
∫
ρ(x, y, z)

B2
x − B2

y

B2
x +B2

y +B2
z

dz ,

Udust(x, y) = p′
∫
ρ(x, y, z)

2BxBy

B2
x +B2

y +B2
z

dz ,

(4.1)

where ρ is the density; Bx, By, Bz are magnetic field components, and it is

assumed that individual dust grains have a fixed degree of polarization p′. Such
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fixed value is not important if we consider only the orientation of polarization

θdust =
1
2
atan2 (Udust, Qdust), as we do in this section. If we look in detail how

Stokes parameters accumulate along the line of sight

Qdust(x, y) = p′
∫
ρ(x, y, z) cos 2θ(x, y, z) sin2 ψ(x, y, z) dz ,

Udust(x, y) = p′
∫
ρ(x, y, z) sin 2θ(x, y, z) sin2 ψ(x, y, z) dz ,

(4.2)

where θ is the local sky orientation angle and ψ is the angle with the line-of-sight

of the magnetic field. We should note that p′ represents the degree of polar-

ization of emitted individual dust grains, which we assume to be a constant.

Whereas, the observed degree of polarization, pdust(x, y) =
√
Q2

dust + U2
dust will,

in general, differ for different lines of sight.

As described in section 3, we put forward the modified version of VChG

by imitating the addition process of Stokes parameters, and keeping velocity

channel at their highest resolution. Hence, we expect a higher tracing precision

of polarization when compared to the original VChG. To obtain a simple quan-

titative characterization of the angle difference ∆φ between two maps covering

the same region, we define the alignment measure (AM) as follow:1

AM = 2 〈cos2(φ)− 1/2〉 ≡ 〈cos 2φ〉 (4.3)

where the φ is the angle difference between two vectors and averaging is done

over the whole region. AM is a value ranging from -1 to 1, which provides us

with an quantification of the overall alignment: AM=1 means perfect align-

1The alignment measure of this type was first introduced in González-Casanova & Lazar-
ian (2017) and used in the subsequent papers. The alignment can be measured with this
measure in respect to magnetic field or with polarization that acts as the proxy of the pro-
jected magnetic field. As we discussed earlier, due to the different properties of magnetic
fields and polarization, as far as adding along the line of sight is concerned, the direction of
the polarization obtained by the averaging along the line of sight may be different from the
averaged along the line of sight direction of magnetic field. However, these differences are
not important within our present discussion.
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Chapter 5

Applying to observation

With the positive conclusions obtained in section 4, next we apply VChG to

real observations. We produce the synthetic map of dust polarization from HI

data in velocity channels, for which we use GALFA-HI DR2 (Peek et al., 2018).

To test the accuracy of our synthetic map, we will compare it with the Planck’s

observed polarization at 353 GHz (Planck Collaboration et al., 2015).

5.1 Data overview

We use recently released HI data from GALFA-HI DR2 (The Galactic Arecibo

L-band feed Array HI, see Peek et al. 2018), a survey of the 21 cm HI line over

the Arecibo sky (decl. 1◦17′ to +37◦57′ across all R.A.) with ∼ 3.5′ FWHM

beam resolution, 0.184 km/s spectral resolution (“Narrow” set), and with 352

mK median rms noise per 0.184 km/s channel. GALFA maps are produced with

1′ × 1′ pixelization that somewhat oversamples the beam. For our analysis, we

choose the sky region of GALFA-HI data whose right ascension (R.A.) ranges

from 215.0◦ to 265.0◦ and declination (DEC.) ranges from 6.0◦ to 37.5◦, to

avoid the regions near the Galactic plane and the North Galactic pole. Our

region is similar to the field studied in Clark (2018) and two times larger in

declination range to the field used for magnetic field comparison in Clark et al.
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(2015). Following the steps described in chapter 3, we apply VChG to the PPV

cubes of HI using 148 thin channels of 0.184 km/s width that span the velocity

range from -13.6 km/s to 13.6 km/s, and apply a 1◦ × 1◦ block averaging. The

VChG angles and “degree of polarization” from HI data are calculated from

Equations 3.10, 3.11.

As a comparison with the synthetic dust polarization, we plot the dust

polarization observed by Planck mission. Since 353 GHz emission is dominated

by the thermal dust, we use single frequency 353 GHz polarization map by

PLANCK satellite to plot dust polarization (see Planck Collaboration et al.

2015). Using CMB-cleaned 353 GHz map or the component separated dust

map, also provided by the Planck team, lead to no change in the conclusions.

Planck maps are provided in HEALPix1 pixelization at Nside = 2048 which

corresponds to approximately 1.7′ pixel linear size. The following processing

is applied. Firstly, we smooth the observed Stokes parameters, I353, Q353 and

U353 by a Gaussian function with a 5′ FWHM. Secondly, to compare with

GALFA-HI data, we transform the Planck Stokes parameters to Equatorial

coordinates, and select the GALFA field. Thirdly, we re-bin Planck data using

HEALPix provided interpolating functions onto a Cartesian grid with 1◦ × 1◦

pixels, by averaging I353, Q353 and U353 within the coarse pixels. The polar-

ization angle θ353 and the degree of polarization p353 are then obtained by the

usual relations to I353, Q353, U353 (no de-biasing of p353 has been attempted to

be consistent with our current treatment of the degree of polarization in the

gradient method).

5.2 Results

The maps of polarization directions from VChG and Planck 353 GHz are shown

in panel (a) and panel (b) in Figure 5.1 respectively. The orientation of the

1http://healpix.sourceforge.net
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line segments (here of equal length) shows the direction of the polarization;

the background intensity maps show the projected plane-of-sky intensity of

HI 21cm emission and Planck 353 GHz emission. The direction map allows

us to visualize the underlying direction of the magnetic field. In the case of

VChG, the surface brightness map is integrated along all velocity channels,

so the gradients in individual channels that the VChG method is based upon

are not explicitly the gradients of the intensity shown, though there is some

correspondence.

In Figure 5.2, we show respectively the reconstruction of the degree of po-

larization by VChG in panel (a) and the degree of polarization map for Planck

353 GHz in panel (b). We see significant visual similarities in the structure of p

maps. At the same time, VChG results give a level of polarization that is higher

than the Planck data. This is expected, since in VChG we did not account for

partial polarization level of individual dust grain emitters to begin with, as

well as depolarization due to fluctuations of the magnetic field along the line of

sight when the emission is collected in a channel from different physical depths.

We note that simple constant scaling, e.g. with the ratio of the spatial means

of two maps 〈pV ChG〉 / 〈p353〉 ≈ 1.4, is insufficient to explain all the differences.

This points to the necessity to model variation of polarization degrees pi be-

tween individual lines-of-site to achieve better correspondence. The gradient

technique advanced in this paper has advantage of being able to easily incor-

porate such models by assigning Stokes parameters to fine-grain pixels, with

local direction given by the gradient as before, but using non-uniform pp(i, j)

before combining the data into coarse-grained Q̃B, ŨB.

Let us now turn to the quantitative comparison between two datasets. In

Figure 5.3 we compare only the directional information. The top panel overlays

the two maps from Figure 5.1 to see the matching and the differences in pixel

to pixel direction of polarization, while the bottom panel is the explicit map of

angle difference measure cos 2(θV chG − θ353). We see that over most pixels of
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the map this measure is close to unity, indicating a high degree of alignment.

Indeed, the average of the whole map value is the earlier introduced AM =

〈cos 2φ〉, where φ = θ353−θV ChG. We obtain AM = 0.77 for VChG as compared

to Planck 353 GHz. This level of accuracy of reconstructing the direction

from HI data is on par with the best results quoted in the literature, e.g.

Lazarian & Yuen (2018a), despite the much larger area studied and simplicity

of our approach. Clark et al. (2015) and Clark (2018) do not quote the AM

parameter explicitly but the authors made available their IRHT , QRHT , URHT

reconstructed maps in GALFA-HI archive2. So for quantitative comparison we

have performed the alignment measurement from these RHT data ourselves.

We have followed the pipeline described in Clark (2018) to obtain channel-

addedQHI , UHI over exactly the same patch of the sky as in this paper, with two

modifications to match parameters of our reconstruction, namely, restricting

the velocity range to ±13.6 km/s (since RHT Stokes parameters are provided

in 3.68 km/s wide channels, we have used 7 RHT channels that cover −12.9

km/s to +12.9 km/s) and averaging resulting Stokes parameters over 1◦ square

super-pixels as in our analysis, instead of larger 90′ FWHMGaussian smoothing

suggested in Clark (2018). We have obtained AM = 0.76 for the comparison

of these RHT maps with Planck maps as the result.3 For visual comparison

of the two techniques, the synthetic map of polarization directions from RHT

is shown alongside VChG in Appendix Figure A.1.

The AM alignment measure mostly reflects the variance of angle difference

between two maps. Indeed, at least at small angle differences 〈cos 2φ〉 ≈ 1 +

〈φ2〉 /2. It is also instructive to consider an associate measure, sAM = 〈sin 2φ〉,
which, in contrast, reflects the systematic mean deviation of directions in one

map versus another (this measure will vanish if two maps are perfectly aligned

2https://purcell.ssl.berkeley.edu/RHT.php
3As another reference point, Clark & Hensley (2019) quotes AM = 0.71 for a full-sky

comparison between their RHT analysis of HI 4π Survey (HI4PI Collaboration et al. 2016)
and Planck 353 GHz directions.
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or if the angle difference has equal probability to be of opposite signs. It is

equal to maximum +1 if one map direction is π/4 above the other and −1 if

it is π/4 below). The pixel map of this quantity is difficult to interpret, in

particular because pixels with near perpendicular directions give equally low

value to ones with parallel alignment, so we do not present it here. However,

the overall average in our comparison is sAM = 3.3 × 10−2, which indicates

lack of systematic angular deviation.

To include the full polarization information in our quantitative comparison,

we evaluate the correlation between Planck’s polarization map and synthetic

polarization map using the cross-correlation function of complex polarization

P = Q+ iU at zero lag, whose pixel by pixel estimator is

ξ(X) ≡ P353(X) P ∗
V ChG(X)

= Q353QV ChG + U353UV ChG

+ i (U353QV ChG −Q353UV ChG)

(5.1)

Divided by the intensities I353IV ChG, we can interpret the correlation function

as
ξ

I353IV ChG

= p353pV ChG cos 2φ+ ip353pV ChG sin 2φ (5.2)

Therefore, the real part of ξ measures the alignment between Planck’s orienta-

tion and synthetic orientation weighted by the product of degrees of polariza-

tion p353pV ChG. Taking the overall average and further normalizing the weights

we can define a polarization degree weighted alignment measure as

ppAM =
〈p353pV ChG cos 2φ〉

〈p353pV ChG〉
(5.3)

Here ppAM also varies from -1 to 1, with main difference from AM is that

ppAM focuses more on the regions with higher degree of polarization. Then,

we are able to quantitatively compare the polarized direction maps between two
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datasets. As shown in Figure 5.4, the panel (a) overlaps the polarized vectors of

VChG and Planck 353GHz, where the vectors are weighed by its degree of po-

larization; more polarized it is, longer the vectors will be. The panel (b) shows

the spatial distribution of pV ChGp353cos2φ/〈pV ChGp353〉, whose average value

ppAM = 0.89. A higher value of ppAM than AM indicates that our VChG

method traces the real polarization better in more polarized regions. This is

not surprising, since high degree of polarization also reflects the low variance

in gradient directions, and thus lower uncertainty in determining the polariza-

tion direction within the coarse-grained pixel block. Therefore, from another

point of view, ppAM can be considered as an alignment measure where angle

differences are weighted by their inverse uncertainty. Similarly, we can evaluate

the imaginary part of the correlation function, 〈pV ChGp353 sin 2φ〉/〈pV ChGp353〉,
which equals 5.7× 10−3, which again points to the lack of systematic misalign-

ment.

To inspect the correlation between the Planck dust polarization map and

the VChG synthetic dust polarization map from another perspective, we plot

the two-dimensional histograms between them in Figure 5.5, for the degree

of polarization in panel (a) and for the orientation of polarization in panel

(b). For the degree of polarization, we can see a good correlation between

p353 and pV ChG. To quantify the systematic deviation of our estimation, we

linearly fit the scatter using a one-parameter model, pV ChG = ap353. As shown

in the panel (a), the result given by least orthogonal distance square fitting is

pV ChG = 1.6p353, and the Pearson’s correlation coefficient is r = 0.51. Following

the same steps as described in the polarization orientation reconstruction, we

reconstruct the synthetic map of degree of polarization using RHT, tHI , and

obtained the linear fitting tHI = 3.5p353, with Pearson’s correlation coefficient

r = 0.534. As a reference, the synthetic map of degree of polarization from

4 In Clark (2018), the linear fit tHI = 2.1p353 + 0.049 and the correlation coefficient
r ∼ 0.7 have been obtained, which is different from the RHT fitting results that we give here.
These values, however, were obtained using different and/or additional steps to process the
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RHT is provided in Appendix Figure A.2. In comparison, we can find that 1)

the VChG method has the similar level correlation coefficient r as the RHT

method, which, combining the results of alignment measures, indicates that

quantitatively the two methods have similar reconstruction of the synthetic

dust polarization maps; 2) the RHT’s prediction of degree of polarization is

more than three times of that of the Planck, and two times that of our VChG

approach. We have tested the effect of channel thickness by computing pV ChG in

the synthetic velocity channels of the same thickness as the RHT (3.68 km/s).

We find that in such thicker channels pV ChG increases by a factor ∼ 1.2, which

is, however, still not sufficient to explain the difference of 2 times between tHI

and pV ChG. This confirms that RHT misses some sources of depolarization that

VChG includes.

For the orientation of polarization, as shown in panel (b) of Figure 5.5, we

can also see a good correlation between θ353 and θV ChG. If the two angles are

statistically equal to each other, i.e. θV ChG ≈ θ353, we expect their relation to

be described by a line starting from the origin with slope equalling one. We

can see that the grey dashed line indeed well matches the histogram.

final maps relative to this paper. In Clark (2018), different sky regions were used; larger
Gaussian smoothing with kernel FWHM = 90′ instead of rebinning in 1◦ square super-pixels
was applied; and, importantly, pixels that have a signal-to-noise ratio SNR < 2 in p353
measurements at the 90% confidence level were masked, while in this paper all the pixels
have been used. We also point out that simple fitting results of a scatter plot with positively
defined data must be treated with caution. For instance, if a linear fit allows for a varying
intercept and is obtained by minimizing orthogonal distances, some data points may be
compared with “unphysical” counterparts on the fitted line with negative values of either
p353 or pV ChG. On the other hand, a standard linear fitting that minimizes vertical separation
gives non-symmetric result when applied to pV ChG(p353) or the inverse, p353(pV ChG).
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Chapter 6

Discussion

6.1 Limitations and Applicability

Our present study is the first study exploring the applicability of the VChG

to predict dust polarization. The modifications to original VChG suggests an

increasingly good correspondence with Planck 353 GHz dust map. At the same

time, at the current stage, the VChG also has several differences from real dust

model, as well as some limitations.

First of all, our current model does not account to full extent for three di-

mensional orientation of the magnetic field along the line of sight. If we look

back to the real dust model (Equation 4.2), we can see that the accumulation

of Stokes parameters depends not only on the plane-of-sky orientation of mag-

netic field, θ, but also the line-of-sight orientation of the magnetic field. More

specifically, it depends on the angle difference between line-of-sight magnetic

field with the plane-of-sky, the sin2 ψ term in formula. In our VChG method,

by measuring the gradient of HI intensity on the sky, we could only predict,

statistically, the projected plane-of-sky orientation of magnetic field, i.e U/Q of

Equation 4.2, but not the degree of polarization along an individual line of sight

nor, even more importantly, its fluctuations between the lines-of-sight. Such

incompleteness decreases the accuracy of synthetic dust map. Improvements
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call for better studies of the three dimensional magnetic field distribution. We

address this issue in the forthcoming publications.

Our model of polarization arising from aligned dust can also be improved.

We assumed perfect alignment of silicate dust, which is a reasonable assump-

tion for the radiative torque (RAT) alignment of dust grains in diffuse regions

(see Lazarian & Hoang 2007b; Andersson et al. 2015). This have direct rele-

vance to the issue of the normalization of parameter p. The issue of constant

temperature of dust that we assumed seems to be more controversial and it

requires more study. We treat this as only first approximation to the complex

problem that we address.

At this moment, our maps can be used as a prior for removing the fore-

ground polarization from dust. This use of HI was suggested in Clark et al.

(2015) and Clark (2018). Similar to Clark’s idea, we can estimate the change of

the degree of polarization. However, a big difference between our approach and

that in Clark (2018) is that we use the distribution of directions within sub-

blocks, rather than just the change of the direction of the filaments measured

in different channel maps. In this sense, our approach provides more statis-

tical information, which gives a potential to further improve our estimates of

polarization.

We note that the VChG method, fundamentally, relies just on the direction-

sensitive statistics of intensity (here the gradients, but more generally, the two-

point directional structure function, see section 2.3) to track the direction of

the magnetic field. In turbulent medium, this is theoretically expected not

only for PPV channel maps, but also for velocity centroids as well as signals

of different nature such as the synchrotron emission, to which the gradient

technique can also be applied. In particular, the gradient technique is agnostic

to the interpretation of structures in PPV space and bypasses the discussion of

the relative role of real space density inhomogeneities and velocity mapping in

channel maps (Clark et al., 2019), working well with both structures created
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by velocities and densities (see Hu et al. 2019b).

The studies in Kandel et al. (2016) suggest that the Alfvén Mach number

corresponding to the high latitude dust is smaller than unity. This helps to our

analysis, as the VChG for lowMA works better and does not require additional

spatial filtering of low spacial frequencies (see Lazarian & Yuen 2018a).

6.2 Dealing with Noise

Every observational data maps contain noise contribution which affect the anal-

ysis. If we are able to know the noise field N (X) of the observed HI intensity,

similar as Equation 3.1, we are able to calculate the gradient along x and y

direction of the noise

Nx = ∇xN (X) =
1

2
[N (x+ 2, y)−N (x, y)] (6.1)

Ny = ∇xN (X) =
1

2
[N (x, y + 2)−N (x, y)] , (6.2)

where the noise mostly varies across different pointed sky regions X. Along

different velocity channels, the noise can be approximately treated as the same.

The covariance matrix of noise gradient at a given point can be calculated by


 σNxx

σNxy

σNxy
σNyy


 =


 < N2

x > < NxNy >

< NxNy > < N2
y >


 . (6.3)

Therefore, assuming that the noise is not correlated with the signal, we are

able to deduct the noise from calculated covariance matrix


 σ′

xx σ′
xy

σ′
xy σ′

yy


 =


 σxx − σNxx σxy − σNxy

σxy − σNxy σyy − σNyy


 . (6.4)

Theoretically, after the noise covariance deduction, we are able to obtain a more

realistic value of degree of polarization, especially when the noise-to-signal ra-
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tio is relatively high. As noted in Equation 3.19, when the observational noise

field N (X) is isotropic, or in one-point covariance matrix of its gradients the

cross terms are small compared with diagonal terms, the noise will not influence

the gradient angle in coarse grain, θB. Hence we mainly care about the the

noise’s influence of the value of degree of polarization, pB. To quantitatively

test noise’s influence and the effect of noise correction, we numerically add

variable level of Gaussian noise to a MHD simulation data. For this test we did

not perform the full (expensive) MHD simulation runs, but simply generated

Gaussian realizations of the linear MHD modes with anisotropic power spec-

trum of the magnetic field. The velocity channel maps were then constructed

assuming the uniform density of HI, but velocity reflecting MHD motions. The

noise was then superimposed on the the channel maps, at the level controlled

by noise-to-signal ratio, which is the ratio of noise’s standard deviation to sim-

ulated plasma’s intensity. This simplified setup allows us to cheaply modify

the signal parameters. Here we present the results for strong incompressible

turbulence where Alfvén and slow modes are both divergence free and have an

equal power.

Histograms of pB calculated with different level of noise are shown in Fig-

ure 6.1. We can see that when the noise level is relatively low (noise-to-signal

ratio < 0.01), distribution of pB is not obviously affected; while when the noise

level becomes relatively high (noise-to-signal ratio > 0.01), pB significantly

decreases. Using our covariance method, histograms of the noise-corrected de-

gree of polarization p′B with corresponding noise level are shown in Figure 6.2.

We can see that even though the intensity field is added with different level

of noise, the corrected p′B keeps almost the same mean value as that without

noise, which numerically supports the feasibility of covariance noise-correction

method. Naturally, as a trade-off, standard deviation of p′B will increase with

higher level of noise. More clearly, we show the change of mean value and

standard deviation of pB as well as p′B in different noise-to-signal ratio, which
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Figure 6.1: Histograms of pB with different noise-to-signal ratio (the
“std factor” in the plot). The noise-to-signal controls the level of Gaussian
noise added to the simulated MHD channel maps.
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Figure 6.2: Histograms of p′B with different noise-to-signal ratio (the
“std factor” in the plot). The noise-to-signal controls the level of Gaussian
noise added to the simulated MHD channel maps.
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Figure 6.3: Changes of mean and standard deviation of pB and p′B with different
noise-to-signal ratio (the “Noise std factor” in the plot). The noise-to-signal
controls the level of Gaussian noise added to the simulated MHD field.

supports that, with higher noise level, the pB will significantly decrease but

the p′B will almost keep the same. This plot also guides quantitatively us the

influence of noise. Namely, if the observation quality of HI is high (noise-to-

signal ratio < 0.01), the influence of noise is not obvious and thus there is no

need to correct the noise; while if the observation quality of HI is not that ideal

(noise-to-signal ratio > 0.01), it will be practical and beneficial to correct the

degree of polarization using the covariance method.

Thereafter, in our case, the question becomes what is the noise level of

HI data. The exact observational noise distribution of HI is anisotropic and

decided by many factors, which will be studied in our future work. Nevertheless,
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here, it would be illuminating to estimate the level of noise-to-signal ratio of

GALFA-HI data. Peek et al. (2018) mentions that the rms noise of GALFA-HI

data in 0.184 km s−1 resolution is 352 mK. At our studied region, the mean

intensity of the central velocity channel (0 km s−1) of is ∼ 10 K. Combining

the two numbers, the magnitude of noise-to-signal ratio of GALFA-HI data can

be estimated as ∼ 0.035, which is larger than our aforementioned threshold

0.01. Revisiting Figure 6.3, we see that noise-to-signal 0.035 value would give

pB ∼ 0.7p′B, which would be a significant underestimation if the noise effect

is not corrected. Therefore, from this rough but illuminating estimation, for

GALFA-HI data in our studied region, the noise covariance will largely correct

the value of degree of polarization.
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Chapter 7

Conclusion

In this thesis, by constructing pseudo-Stokes parameters and analytically study-

ing the gradient statistics, we improve the VChG technique originally put for-

ward by Lazarian & Yuen (2018a). By using the direction sensitive statistics

such as gradients of channel intensities, we demonstrate that HI is a promising

tool to map polarized dust foregrounds and study magnetic field and turbulence

in Galaxy. We apply the VChG method to the GALFA-HI data in sky region

with R.A. 215.0◦ – 265.0◦ and DEC. 6.0◦ – 37.5◦ and successfully produce syn-

thetic maps of dust polarization, both orientation and degree of polarization.

To summarize, we have reached the following conclusions.

• Adding up the pseudo-Stokes parameters within the VChG technique

improves tracing accuracy of polarization orientation compared to its

original version. Such improvement is confirmed in numerical MHD sim-

ulation with different magnetization. In the observational region that we

study, a high AM 0.77 is given between the synthetic dust polarization

orientation and Planck 353 GHz dust polarization orientation.

• Making use of the pseudo-Stokes parameters, the new modification of

VChG technique makes it possible to predict degree of dust polarization,

which shows a good correspondence with real 353 GHz dust map, with
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Pearson’s correlation coefficient r = 0.51. Such coefficient is comparable

to previous study.

• By assuming Gaussian distribution of linear gradient of the HI field, we

successfully give theoretical description of the local gradient angle’s statis-

tics, which well fits the statistics of real HI data.

• Thanks to the theoretical description of local gradient angle distribution,

we have demonstrated how to incorporate noise information into VChG

analysis by subtracting noise gradient’s covariance. We demonstrate in

numerical MHD simulations that mean value of the covariance-corrected

degree of polarization p′B almost is not influenced by noise added. After an

order of magnitude estimation of GALFA-HI’s noise level, we show that

the noise correction method would significantly fix the value of synthetic

degree of polarization, which is a promising direction for our future study.
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Appendix A

Visual Comparisons with RHT

Reconstructed Maps

In this appendix we present visual comparison of the reconstructed dust polar-

ization maps between the VChG and the RHT methods, both for the direction

(Figure A.1) and the degree (Figure A.2) of reconstructed polarization. The

details of maps processing and the discussion of the quantitative comparison

tests can be found in the main text.
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Appendix B

Distribution of Gradient Angle

The probability density function of two-dimensional Gaussian distribution is

f(x, y) =
1

2π(detC)
1

2

(B.1)

× exp{− 1

2 detC
[σyy(x− µx)

2 − 2σxy(x− µx)(y − µy) + σxx(y − µy)
2]} ,

where the C is the covariance matrix between x and y. The determinant of C

is

detC = det




 σxx σxy

σxy σyy




 = σxxσyy − σ2

xy . (B.2)

In the gradient problem, x and y are the components of the gradient of the

intensity field I(X, v) in x̂ and ŷ direction respectively,

x = ∇xI(X, v) =
1

2
[I(i+ 1, j, v)− I(i− 1, j, v)] (B.3)

y = ∇yI(X, v) =
1

2
[I(i, j + 1, v)− I(i, j − 1, v)] , (B.4)

which are both assumed to follow Gaussian distribution with zero mean value,

namely, µx = µy = 0. Thus, the probability density function can be simplified
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as

f(x, y) =
1

2π(detC)
1

2

exp{− 1

2 detC
[σyyx

2 − 2σxyxy + σxxy
2]} . (B.5)

To extract anisotropy, we are interested in the probability density function of

gradient angle θp = atan(y/x), which can be done in two steps, first to calculate

the probability density function of z = y/x, then to calculate the probability

density function of θp = atan(z). For the first step, the probability density

function of z = y/x is

fy/x(z) =

∫ ∞

−∞

|x|f(x, xz)dx (B.6)

=

∫ ∞

−∞

|x|
2π(detC)

1

2

exp{−σyy − 2σxyz + σxxz
2

2 detC
x2}dx . (B.7)

For convenience, let us write the coefficients as

A =
1

2π(detC)
1

2

(B.8)

B =
σyy − 2σxyz + σxxz

2

2 detC
. (B.9)

Thus, the probability density function can be written as

fy/x(z) =

∫ ∞

−∞

A|x|e−Bx2

dx (B.10)

=

∫ 0

−∞

A(−x)e−Bx2

dx+

∫ ∞

0

Axe−Bx2

dx (B.11)

=
A

B
− Ae−B∞2

B
. (B.12)
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Here, since

B =
σyy − 2σxyz + σxxz

2

2 detC
(B.13)

=
σxx(z − σxy

σxx
)2

2(σxxσyy − σ2
xy)

+
1

2σxx
(B.14)

≥ 0 , (B.15)

the exponential term Ae−B∞2

B
disappears. Thus, the probability density function

of z = y/x can be obtained as

f(z) =
A

B
=

(detC)
1

2

π(σyy − 2σxyz + σxxz2)
. (B.16)

For the second step, the probability density of gradient angle θp = arctan(z)

can be calculated by applying the formula

farctan(z)(θp) = fz(tan(θp))(tan(θp))
′ (B.17)

=
(σxxσyy − σ2

xy)
1

2

π(σyy − 2σxy tan θp + σxx tan
2 θp)

1

cos2 θp
(B.18)

=
2

π
×

(σxxσyy − σ2
xy)

1

2

(σxx + σyy)−
√
(σxx − σyy)2 + 4σ2

xy cos 2(θp − θB)
,

(B.19)

which can be simplified as

f(θp) =
1

π
×

√
1− J2

1−
√
J2 cos 2(θp − θB)

. (B.20)

The two parameters that we use for the curve fitting are

J2 =
(σxx − σyy)

2 + 4σ2
xy

(σxx + σyy)2
(B.21)

tan 2θB =
2σxy

σxx − σyy
. (B.22)
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Note that since z = y/x ∈ (−∞,∞), domain of the gradient angle θp =

atan(z) ∈ (−π/2, π/2). If we consider shifting the gradient angle by δθ, the

probability density function of shifted angle, θ∗p = θp + δθ, will be

f(θ∗p) = f(θ∗p − δθ)(θ∗p − δθ)′ (B.23)

=
1

π
×

√
1− J2

1−
√
J2 cos 2(θ∗p − δθ − θB)

. (B.24)

By rewriting the angle parameter as θ∗B = θB + δθ, the probability density

function becomes

f(θ∗p) =
1

π
×

√
1− J2

1−
√
J2 cos 2(θ∗p − θ∗B)

, (B.25)

which in form looks the same as Equation B.20. The only difference is that

the domain of shifted gradient angle becomes θ∗p ∈ (−π/2+ δθ, π/2+ δθ). This
tells us that we can fit the angle histogram using the same probability density

function (Equation B.20) regardless of the actual domain of the gradient angle,

as long as the domain interval length is π.
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